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A Dollar And Dream
From the minds of New York Times bestselling author Carl Weber and Essence
bestseller La Jill Hunt comes the newest entry into the game-changing Family
Business saga. The year is 1978, the Duncan brothers and their tough-as-nails
women have vanquished their rivals and taken their place as the leaders of
Waycross, Georgia’s criminal enterprises. However, their rise to power has not
gone unnoticed, and the family is rocked when their mother, Ms. Bettie, is
kidnapped and her body is found in a swamp. No one knows who the killers are,
but instead of drawing closer, the family is split when their grief-stricken leader,
LC, is offered membership in the South’s most powerful black organization, the
Council. Membership has its privileges, but they do not include his brothers. LC
packs up his growing family and moves to Atlanta to open his first car dealership.
Unable to deal with his mother’s death, Lou Duncan searches for her killers with
the help of an unlikely ally—LC’s ex-fiancée. Her presence may cost him his
relationship with his brothers, but Lou is resigned to that fact because Donna’s
help is instrumental in finding Ms. Bettie’s abductors. What he will soon learn is
that his search for the truth will also lead him to discover a long-buried Duncan
family secret.

Influence: Death on the Beach
A Man's World Novel Can four guys find love in New York City? Kevin left behind a
chance at the NBA to coach delinquents, but his toughest assignment is finding a
girl who won't make his mama's church group fall into praying mode. . .A teacher
and a poet, Antoine can make a sister feel beautiful—or want to beat him with a
blow dryer. . .Tyrone has talent, attitude, and a crush on his boss's wife. . .And
Maurice is all that, if that means rude, arrogant, and dishonest. Kevin's got the
looks. Antoine's got heart and soul. Tyrone's got the skills. And Maurice has player
moves. They got it all, except for the one thing that matters most—the love of a
good woman. What they find when they try a dating service is a riotous trip
through religious freaks, hootchie mamas, chicken heads, gold diggers, and some
serious Brides of Funkenstein. One thing's for certain—when you play the game of
love, you've got to be ready for anything.
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Carl Maria Von Weber
Carl Weber takes readers back to church in his latest drama-filled novel, the muchanticipated sequel to the New York Times bestseller, The Choir Director. It's been
three years since Aaron Mackie succeeded in helping his friend and mentor, Bishop
T.K. Wilson, dig his ministry out of financial ruin. Aaron is also responsible for reenergizing the almost defunct choir into something special. His success has drawn
national attention, and he's on the verge of signing a huge recording contract. With
his life in order, Aaron decides the time is right to propose to Tia Gregory, the
church secretary who caught his eye and inspired him to shed his Tiger Woods-like
tendencies to become a one-woman man. The stage is set for what might be the
wedding of the year, but quickly becomes the disaster of the year when Aaron is
left at the altar without explanation. Now, during his own hour of need, Aaron turns
to the bishop for help. Unfortunately, the line he asks T. K. to cross will force the
bishop to choose between faith and friendship, or as he puts it, "between heaven
and hell." As the investigation into Tia's disappearance continues, the two men are
challenged in ways they never imagined.

The Chemistry of India Rubber
The Family Business
Hood Misfits Volume 2
In his typical jaw-dropping fashion, Carl Weber returns with part two of his New
York Times bestselling Family Business series. He's brought along a friend in
bestselling author Treasure Hernandez, and together they've added more drama
and new family members to the mix. Welcome to the world of Duncans. By day
they are upstanding citizens running one of New York's most respected car
dealerships; but by night, they're criminals who control most of the East Coast drug
traffic. No matter whether they're on their day or night jobs, one thing is true about
the Duncans: there is never a dull moment to be found. Baby momma drama takes
over the Duncan clan, as there is still uncertainty about who has fathered the
Duncan sisters' new babies. Meanwhile, Orlando Duncan, the family's new CEO and
a man with his own baby momma problems, has just developed a new product that
may make the millionaire Duncans into billionaires. Orlando only has one obstacle
in front of him, and it's not law enforcement or one of his family's many rivals. It's
his mother, and she may be his most formidable opponent to date, because she's
making the family take sides. Can a civil war within the Duncan family be averted
before it tears them apart?

Full Figured 9
"Full of flavor, wit, and drama." --QBR Step into the world of four married men
whose vows didn't guarantee them a "happily ever after". . . Kyle runs a booming
business, but his main job is hiding his wife from the sistahs who would skin him
alive for marrying a woman like her. . .. Easy-going Allen can please his bossy
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Mama and his gold-digging fiancée--just not at the same time. . .. Big-hearted Wil's
got a wife with a mouth so big she should consider a career in broadcasting. . ..And
smooth and sexy Jay's "the man"--not only for his wife, but for all the other ladies
he can't resist. But these lifelong friends find their lives turned upside-down when
each one is shown the door by his furious woman. The result is a rowdy romp
through no-tell motels, divorce court, and jail. And as they fend off strippers,
trippers, psycho ex-football players, and worse, they know there's one thing they
can always count on. . .each other. Praise For The Novels Of Carl Weber "A fastpaced mix of scandal, jealousy and wickedness." --Publishers Weekly on Player
Haters "Compelling."--Booklist on Baby Momma Drama

The Choir Director 2
Meet Tammy, Egypt, Isis, Nikki, Coco, and Tiny-the bodacious women of the Big
Girls Book Club. There's only one rule to being a member. You must be at least a
size 14. . . BGBC president Tammy loves everything about her life-especially taking
care of business for her husband, Tim. This year, she intends to top all his past
birthdays by having a threesome with her best friend, Egypt. Now, if only Egypt will
agree . . . And then there's Coco, who has a habit of messing around with married
men. But now that she's hooked up with a man who makes his living being every
woman's fantasy, all she cares about is making sure he doesn't stray. As insatiable
about books as they are about love, these friends are about to discover how tough
it is to keep it real when they all have something on the side. "These babes find
there's a consequence to every freaky action in or out of the bedroom." -Publishers
Weekly "You'll fall in love with the members of the Big Girls Book Club." -Essence
®

The Wife He Needs
The Family Business 2
To Paris with Love
Ripped from the pages of his New York Times bestselling Family Business series,
Carl Weber brings you No More Mr. Nice Guy, the origin of Niles Monroe, the superbad hitman who will one day become Paris Duncan’s one true love. Niles has just
returned from eight years of serving his country as a Special Forces sniper. He’s
looking forward to a consulting job with Dynamic Defense and spending time with
his family, including his bi-polar mother, Lorna, and his hard-drinking uncle, Willie.
What Niles doesn’t know is that Dynamic Defense is actually a CIA front. He’s not
interested in joining them, but they won’t take no for an answer. Bridget St. John is
one of the most beautiful women Niles has ever met, and she is also the most
deadly. It is her job to recruit Niles to the Dynamic Defense team by any means
necessary. When Niles is arrested for a murder he does not commit, Bridget makes
him an offer he can’t refuse: working for Dynamic Defense in exchange for his
freedom. With Niles on board, Bridget begins to train him in ways he never
imagined. Sometimes, however, the student becomes the teacher. Before she
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realizes what’s happening, Bridget falls in love. When circumstances in his
personal life collide with his work, Niles is forced to use his military skills to protect
those closest to him. Fans are sure to appreciate this action-packed thriller that
delivers love, drama, and suspense with Weber’s trademark flair for unexpected
twists and turns.

Up To No Good
James Robinson discovers that a past indiscretion has led to a child, threatening his
already rocky marriage, while his friend Brent, already engaged, is tempted by
another woman, and his other friend Sonny becomes obsessed with an old flame.
Reprint.

Player Haters
The Misfits are back and now they are international. Trigga, Diamond, and the crew
are in London. Dame is dead and everything should be perfect, but when a plan
works too perfectly, there is bound to be some unfinished business. Secrets are
bound to be exposed. Diamond has learned the game, and now she must continue
to embrace a life she was not meant to live, while coming to terms with the truth of
her own past. Trigga thought he was going to be able to give his new family peace,
but when ghosts from the past appear in London, the new gang starts to unravel.
Can Trigga keep Diamond safe, and can he trust those around him if he doesn’t
truly know them? Every Nigga Gotta Agenda was once just a motto;now it is a way
of life. Travel through the streets of London, England and meet some new misfits,
as a battle royal begins and eventually takes them back to the streets of Atlanta
for a final showdown.

Talking Book Topics
Rio Duncan is one of the youngest children of the Duncan clan. With no solid
position in the family business like his other siblings, he has been feeling out of
place and decides to disappear. Rio leaves his Duncan identity behind and goes on
a search for friends and family who can relate to him. His destination is Baltimore,
and he is sure to find what he is looking for in the city with a community like no
other. There, he also finds unexpected trouble. Corey Grant is making a name for
himself in Baltimore with an inherited drug empire and a complicated relationship
with his right-hand man. With plenty on his plate, Corey has almost no time for the
romance he wants with Dre, and he feels like they are growing apart. That brings
about a jealousy and insecurity that he doesn’t know how to control. Diana Black is
Corey’s girlfriend-for-hire, and she has a taste for bad boys. She is loyal to Corey’s
cause, but how long will that last? Rio’s personality and flair instantly gains him
entrance into Corey’s circle. Rio says he’s looking for friends, but Corey is sure that
other motives are on the table. When Rio has a change of heart about his
newfound crew, he needs an escape plan. There is one problem: his family doesn’t
know where he is. Did he inherit any of the ruthless traits he observed in his father
and brothers? Can the most colorful Duncan son get out of Baltimore and back
home safe and sound now that he’s on his own?
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Cement Age
New York Times bestselling authors Carl Weber and Mary B. Morrison team up to
bring you the ultimate tale of obsession . . . After a rocky marriage, irresistibly
seductive Jay Crawford is ready for a new woman--and a new challenge. It doesn't
take him long to discover both in one fine package: Ashlee Anderson. She's just
what he's looking for--hard-to-get, feisty, and freaky. When their one-night stand
extends into months of lovemaking that's too hot to give up, Jay finds he's in way
over his head. For Ashlee has no intention of letting their relationship ever end.
Trouble is, her psycho behavior turns him on like nothing else. But when Ashlee
makes a shocking confession, Jay knows she definitely ain't the one and he's got to
escape before she completely destroys his life. . . "Weber spins a lively, revelationpacked tale deepened by genuine emotion, convincing detail and smart dialogue."
--Publishers Weekly on The Preacher's Son "Mix dirty red drama, relationship
scandals, suspense, love, and you get my girl Mary B. Morrison." --Vickie Stringer

Baby Momma Drama
The First Lady
Headlined by New York Times bestseller Carl Weber, three authors bring readers
tales of power, greed, and ambition set in some of the country’s roughest
neighborhoods. “Sibling Rivalry” by Carl Weber: They say the parent’s sins always
fall into the children’s laps. Twins Kayden and Jayden Vincent have walked in their
father’s kingpin shadow as two princes fighting for the same throne since they
were children. Now, finally at the age where the transition is inevitable, it seems as
if the twins are going head to head when it comes to everything around them.
What they don’t know is that the crown they are fighting for comes with its own
burdens—like a past the kingpin forgot to tell them about. It’s a past that, if not
dealt with, will leave both men without an empire to inherit. “Love Seldom, Trust
Never” by Ty Marshall: While attending his estranged father’s funeral, East is
approached by the legendary Ricardo Wheeler, who offers him the opportunity of a
lifetime. Wheeler takes the young man under his wing, but when Wheeler’s son
and heir-in-waiting becomes jealous, his excessive ambition and quest for power
lead to betrayal. A treacherous war is set in motion that will force the powerful
legend to choose between his two sons. Anything built on a lie will eventually
crumble. When no one and nothing are what they seem, who can you trust? “The
Bag Is In” by Marlon PS White: Slow grinding for years, Greedy and GiGi are ready
to step up their game, with a thirst to be Detroit’s King and Queen of the Trap. The
struggle is real, but the payoff will be major. After cashing out their middleman up
front, the couple’s hood dream tragically turns into a nightmare. The middleman is
popped, and the infamous Mexican pipeline is broken. Greedy and GiGi devise a
seemingly flawless plan to not only recoup their invested cash, but to link up with
one of the most notorious cartels across the border. What seems like sunshine
quickly turns to rain, however, and chaos erupts.

The Cement Age; a Magazine Devoted to the Uses of Cement
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National bestselling author Carl Weber returns with Essence bestseller La Jill Hunt
in the latest installment in the wildly popular Family Business series. LC Duncan,
patriarch and leader of the Duncan clan, is alive and well after being shot by a
mysterious gunman. His near death experience has caused him and his wife
Chippy to reflect on both the past and present, and together they decide that it’s
time to return to Waycross, Georgia for a long overdue family reunion. Wherever
the Duncans go, trouble is never too far behind, and this time it comes in the form
of longtime Duncan enemy Vinnie Dash and Orlando Duncan's baby momma,
Ruby. Vinnie and Ruby are back to seek revenge on the Duncan family, and they
continue to deny Orlando the opportunity to meet his only child, who has been
named after his family’s sworn enemy. Orlando takes things into his own hands
and sets out to Jamaica to get his son. The beautiful Paris Duncan is being haunted
by recurring nightmares of her true love, Niles Monroe. She blew up his private
plane when he became a threat to her family; however, there have been signs that
suggest he may still be alive. On top of this, Darryl Graham, a long lost family
friend, has returned and reignited a feud between Paris and London. Will the
sisters have it out once again over the attention of a man? Get ready for another
roller coaster ride with the Duncan family.

Lookin' For Luv
"Delves into the romantic conflicts of these Richmond Virginians with a robust
relish and soap-opera intense insights." —Publishers Weekly One of Richmond,
Virginia's, hottest, most successful women, plus-sized diva Loraine Farrow finally
wants to settle down with her husband, Leon, and focus on her marriage. Trouble
is, her ex-lover, Michael, isn't about to let her go so easily. But things aren't so
simple with Leon either. Painful issues from his childhood are starting to surface in
the bedroom. Leon's seeing a therapist, but what he's uncovering could destroy
their marriage for good—unless Michael does it first. As Loraine deals with her
relationship drama, her best friend, Jerome, is left alone to deal with Peter, a
stalker who will stop at nothing to destroy him. Now, four indomitable people torn
between love and lust, secrets and lies, will have some momentous decisions to
make. "Weber fills his books with lifelike characters—flawed, confused, frustrated,
and sometimes plus-sized." —Booklist

Goodfellas
New York Times bestselling author Carl Weber has tantalized us with his
provocative and sexy plus size characters in Something on the Side, Big Girls Do
Cry and Torn Between Two Lovers. Now Weber has taken on the role of not just
writer but mentor and editor with his highly successful Full Figured series. In this
installment, Weber pens his own story, bringing back a familiar and well-liked
character, the voluptuous bad girl Coco Brown, who is once again looking for love
in all the wrong places. Urban Books author Ms. Michel Moore introduces us to
Tami, another plus-size bad girl, in “This Can’t Be Life.” Often judged by her weight
and not the size of her heart, Tami wants the same type of devoted love her
younger, but much smaller in size, sister Tori has with her spouse. Unfortunately, it
doesn’t seem meant to be, until a “mysterious” accident brings her and her
brother-in-law closer than ever. While Tori fights to live, Tami fights for the
newfound love of her life—her sister’s husband.
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The Family Business 3
Ripped from the pages of the New York Times bestselling series The Family
Business, Carl Weber and Eric Pete bring you To Paris with Love, a solo story about
their two most popular characters to date—the bright, sexy, and deadly Paris
Duncan and her flamboyant and cunning twin brother, Rio. It's spring break and
Paris Duncan is on the verge of graduating at the top of her class from Chi's
Finishing School, one of Europe's most exclusive private academies. At Chi's
students not only learn the three Rs, but they also learn the deadly art of
assassination. Like most of her classmates, Paris is looking forward to going back
home. She can't wait to get back to the bright lights of New York City, where she
plans on clubbing with her twin brother Rio, scarfing down her mom's cooking, and
wearing out her father's credit cards. A family crisis puts an end to her trip home in
favor of a solo trip to the French Riviera. Rio Duncan has been accepted into one of
the most prestigious law schools in the country and his father, LC Duncan, couldn't
be more proud of him. Unfortunately for LC, Rio has plans of his own, and they
don't include law school. If that weren't surprise enough, Rio's got a few more
things to tell his dear old dad, one of which is that he is gay. Now that he's come
out of the closet, Rio is in the wind. He's headed to Europe to live life by his own
rules and hook up with his sister for some fun in the European sun. Together Rio
and Paris will do what they do best—have fun, find trouble, and break men's
hearts. Travel with Weber and Pete to Europe, to see how Paris and Rio became
the dynamic duo of the Duncan clan.

The American Art Review
Will this billionaire bachelor say “I do” to love? Find out, only from New York Times
bestselling author Brenda Jackson! He desires her more than any other woman. But
falling in love isn’t part of the plan. The arrangement is simple: a two-week
getaway, then a marriage of convenience. Until Garth Outlaw’s potential bride is a
no-show. Now family pilot Regan Fairchild is sharing his bed—and he can’t get
enough…even though he’s vowed never to love again. Can Regan convince him
the wife he needs and the woman he desires are one and the same? From
Harlequin Desire: Luxury, scandal, desire—welcome to the lives of the American
elite. Westmoreland Legacy: The Outlaws Book 1: The Wife He Needs

Trouble in Rio
The Kingpins of Oklahoma City, one from the north side and one from the south
side, push pounds of weed, gallons of PCP, and kilos of cocaine through the
corridors of the OKC, using very different methods to keep their people in line. King
is the leader of the north side crew. Along with his protégé, Tippi, he runs his crew
with deadly force. Each member knows there is no room for error when it comes to
getting money on the north side. Flamboyant, the leader of the south side crew, is
the opposite. His crew is tight out of loyalty, not fear. King and Flamboyant know
nothing of each other, especially the fact that they are both doing business with
the same connect. The money is good for all involved, and it’s a win-win situation
for Charli and Toni, the suppliers. They keep the reins tight on both leaders,
because a war on the streets would be detrimental to their thriving business in
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Oklahoma City. Everything goes awry when Flamboyant’s woman, Shayla,
becomes torn between her current man and the one who used to rule her
universe—King. Once the lines are crossed, there’s no going back, and the war that
Charli and Toni are trying to avoid becomes a reality. A love triangle fueled by two
men who would gladly give their lives for the woman they love is causing death at
an alarming rate. Is Shayla worth losing what these two men have built? In the
end, which kingpin of Oklahoma City will remain standing?

She Ain't The One
Agreeing to surrender the family business to his younger brother after a long stint
in prison, Vegas Duncan battles his disapproving mother and a mysterious rival
who attacks Vegas' older brother.

Torn Between Two Lovers
Which of us hasn't daydreamed about what we'd do if we won the lottery? A Dollar
And A Dream brings those fantasies to hilarious, heartbreaking life in three stories
by #1 national bestselling author Carl Weber and La Jill Hunt, Essence bestselling
author Angel Hunter, and Cushcity.com bestselling author Dwayne S. Joseph. In
"Easy Street," Carl Weber and La Jill Hunt deliver a drama-filled world of money,
greed, and lies. When Paul, a wannabe player, is sent out by his neighbors to buy
lottery tickets, his world is turned upside-down--and so are the lives of
unsuspecting friends who may not only lose the winning tickets, but also their
homes. . . "Ghetto Fabulous" is the story of a single mother with three kids from
three different daddies. Money is what she needs, yet when she wins big, she's left
wondering what to do. Friends and family she never knew she had are suddenly
coming out of the woodwork. But where were they when she needed help? With
one person designated to purchase tickets for the $180 million jackpot, six coworkers lives will be changed forever as each of them learns just how strong the
pull of money can be. "One Night, Six Dreams" is a wild, shocking tale of just how
far a person might go to have it all. . .. Join these unforgettable characters as they
learn exactly what money can and can't buy in three fabulous, fast-paced stories of
getting rich--and staying real. Includes A Teaser Chapter From Carl Weber's
Upcoming Novel Player Haters

Grand Opening 2
Meet the Duncans, a prominent family from Jamaica, Queens. They may be known
for their big house, fancy cars, and lavish lifestyle, but that doesn't make them
immune from some over-the-top drama. L.C. Duncan has run his successful car
dealership in Jamaica, Queens for more than thirty years, but when the recession
hits and the competition gets a little rough, some say it's time for him to retire.
Palm trees and golf sound like fun, but L.C. still has a few tricks up his sleeve.
Which one of his kids can he trust to run the family business? Paris could give any
supermodel a run for her money. When she walks in the room, all heads turn, but
it's her anger issues and knack for getting into trouble that most people remember.
She's much more dangerous than anyone gives her credit for—except, perhaps,
her father. Orlando is the most obvious choice to lead the Duncans into the future.
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He has proven himself to be quite the businessman over the years; but sometimes,
the most obvious choice isn't always the best choice. Harris Grant is married to
L.C.'s oldest daughter. In Harris's opinion, he's the most qualified to run the family
business. Now he just needs to convince L.C. . . . and make sure no one discovers
the secret he's been keeping. Harris isn't the only one with skeletons in the closet.
The Duncan family has been keeping a secret of their own—a deep, dark secret
that, if revealed, will shock the entire community.

Something On The Side
There is always a man around the corner. Church trustee James Black should
know--he's usually that man, carrying on adulterous affairs and sleeping with one
conquest after another. But when he suddenly finds himself truly in love, the other
women in his church have a thing or two to say about it--including his daughter,
Jamie. Jamie has every intention of dismantling the relationship--until she discovers
a mystery woman has been secretly calling her lover, Louis. Meanwhile, James's
son, Darnel, spirals out of control after he catches his fiancée cheating. James
knows he's to blame for the turmoil that surrounds him and his loved ones. Now
he'll have to find a way to bring peace to their lives. But he can only do it by facing
some hard truths about himself and changing his scandalous ways. "A charming
tale. . ." --Essence® "Twisty and entertaining. . .gives fans what they want. . ."
--Publishers Weekly "This family's page-turning drama keeps readers in suspense
until the very last page." --Upscale Magazine

Influence
Dr. Kasen Phillips has the magic touch when it comes to helping his patients who
are in dire need of counseling services, but when the love of his life winds up
missing in action, Kasen’s life takes a horrific turn for the worse. His office
manager, Voncile Harper, is there to lend a helping hand. She’s on a mission to
shake Kasen from his misery, by offering him her sweet heat that he can’t resist.
It’s not long before Kasen finds himself caught up in a web of Voncile’s lies, and
when he realizes that he may have bitten off more than he can chew, he wants out
of their reckless relationship for good. Unfortunately for Kasen, walking away may
be difficult to do. Voncile is deep in love, and any man who refuses to play by her
rules may be forced to suffer dire consequences.

Married Men
The Big Girls Book Club has started a new chapter of BGBC in Richmond, Virginia.
The same rules apply here: You must be at least a bodacious size 14 to join. . .
Living in the plush suburbs, thirty-seven-year-old Egypt has it all--almost. She's
happily married to Rashad, but there's one thing missing. They want to start a
family. Enter her sister, Isis, who's moved into Egypt's McMansion with dreams of
starting over. There's just one hitch: before her sister married Rashad, he was Isis's
man for ten years. Isis thought she was over him, but the close quarters are
creating doubts. . . Meanwhile, Loraine--Egypt's boss and one of BGBC's newest
members--may be in the running for her sorority's next national president. But
Loraine has secrets that could ruin her if they ever see the light of day. Now these
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book lovers are about to learn that drama can follow you wherever you go--and
that big girls do cry. . .

So You Call Yourself a Man
The Family Business 4
No More Mr. Nice Guy
NOW A NETFLIX MOVIE Bishop T.K. Wilson, the popular pastor of the largest AfricanAmerican church in Queens, New York, has decided to run for borough president.
But his family values platform is on shaky ground, because the Wilson kids are
giving in to the same temptations as any other young adults. And their parents
have no idea what’s going on behind closed doors As the bishop’s son, Dante
Wilson is treated like royalty. Personable and smart, he’s expected to assume his
father’s position one day. The problem is, Dante wants to be a lawyer, and that’s
not the only secret he’s keeping. Dante’s younger sister, Donna, is as sweet as
they come, yet she isn’t exactly the virginal princess her beloved daddy thinks she
is. And thanks to her suspicious, ambitious mother, he’s about to find that
out—and more. Even Bishop Wilson has some skeletons in his closet. Now all the
Wilsons will have to face their demonsand discover what family values are really
about. CATCH UP WITH BISHOP T.K. WILSON AND CHURCH MEMBERS IN THESE
BOOKS So You Call Yourself a Man The First Lady Up to No Good The Choir Director

Agricultural Bulletin of the Straits and Federated Malay States
Jasmine is working hard, saving money and waiting for the right man to walk into
her life. And in fine-dressing, smooth-talking attorney Derrick, she thinks she's
found him. Derrick is generous, gorgeous and supremely sexy. So when Jasmine's
grandma Big Momma exposes her man as nothing more than a lying, drug-dealing
hustler she can't take the shame of admitting she has been played and stands by
her man while he's doing time. Until she finds him in a clinch with his baby momma
on visiting day. Enter Dylan, Jasmine's prince charming - but he has a baby
momma too.

The Doctor Is In
New York Times bestselling author Carl Weber and Essence bestseller La Jill Hunt
return with a story of love, betrayal and racism in the next addition to the wildly
popular Family Business series. From the time he was a boy in Georgia, LC Duncan,
patriarch and leader of the Duncan clan, has battled racism. Even now that he and
his family are truly successful, the racism can still be in-your-face. Maybe it’s the
political climate or perhaps it’s just bad timing, but LC and the rest of the Duncans
are being challenged by the ultimate power-hungry racist, Sheriff KD Shrugs.
Nevada Duncan is at that age when girls and sex are always on his mind. His
handsome face and superior intellect attract Kia, the beautiful “Blasian” call girl
who tempts him into running away to a place where the Duncans are definitely not
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wanted—El Paso, Texas, the home of KD Shrugs. What is the worst thing that can
happen to a handsome, rich millennial? Rio Duncan would say it’s mistaken
identity after being beat down in a nightclub by someone who thinks he’s Roman
Johnson, a stickup kid who happens to be Rio’s doppelganger. What happens next
will open up the biggest can of worms the Duncans have ever had to deal with. Get
ready for another roller coaster ride with the Duncan family.

The Family Business 3
Agreeing to surrender the family business to his younger brother after a long stint
in prison, Vegas Duncan battles his disapproving mother and a mysterious rival
who attacks Vegas' older brother. By the best-selling author of To Paris with Love.
(urban fiction). Simultaneous.

Big Girls Do Cry
The Family Business 5
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Family Business crime series
comes a deliciously provocative legal page-turner about the Hudson family. When
famed attorney Bradley Hudson learns of his youngest son Langston’s arrest for
drug trafficking, he immediately assembles a team of lawyers and investigators,
including members of his own family, to build a defense. With his reputation for
being a shark in the courtroom, Bradley is confident he will get justice for his
son—until he realizes he will be going up against an old foe, Assistant District
Attorney James Brown. Is the ADA allowing his personal history with the Hudsons to
influence his handling of the prosecution? To complicate matters, Bradley
discovers that his older son, Lamont, a young lawyer and Bradley’s right-hand
man, has secretly been planning his exit from the family law firm to get out from
under his father’s shadow. Desiree, Bradley’s only daughter, is fresh out of law
school and quite reserved compared to her siblings. She’s the good girl who
doesn’t normally like to rock the boat, but in what could be considered the worst of
all timing, she is secretly dating a man and a woman, and both relationships are on
a collision course. Given the problems her family is facing, now is not the right time
for Desiree to introduce more drama to the mix, but she just can’t seem to help
herself. As if fighting for one son’s freedom and fending off the other’s betrayal
isn’t enough pressure, Bradley is also in the middle of his own love triangle
between his ex-wife, federal judge Jacqueline Hudson, and his current wife and jury
consultant, Carla. He knows how much is at stake if his family’s drama spirals out
of control, so he’ll do everything within his power to keep it all together and
prevent his son from landing behind bars. With his trademark dramatic style, Carl
Weber introduces readers to the Hudsons. Only time will tell if they can stand
united, or if the legal dynasty of Bradley Hudson is about to come crashing down.

The Preacher's Son
"A fast-paced mix of scandal, jealousy, and wickedness." --Publishers Weekly Carl
Weber delivers the drama as only he can in this page-turning tale of the ties that
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bind family together--and tear them apart. . . Trent Duncan did a good job holding
his family together after his dad died. Too bad the smooth talking charmer can't do
the same for himself. Trent's the ultimate player--but he's about to play himself
right outta the game. And he's not the only Duncan with problems. Trent's brother,
Wil, thought he was happily married, until his wife stopped being intimate with
him. Meanwhile, his new secretary has made it very clear that she's interested. .
.And little sister Melanie is sure she's met her prince--literally. Prince may be a
friend of Trent's, but the two men are like night and day. Prince is the kind of man
Melanie would like to have kids with--and she's not the only one. Now, these three
very different siblings have something in common--they're all in hot water. And
they need to find a way to help themselves, and each other, before they get
burned. . . "Full of flavor, wit, and drama." --QBR on Married Men "Filled with
entertainment. . .will have you laughing from the very beginning." --Kimberla
Lawson Roby on Lookin' for Luv

Braille Book Review
Charlene Wilson, First Lady of First Jamaica Ministries, has lived a good life with her
beloved Bishop T.K. Wilson and their two beautiful children. But now that the Lord
has seen fit to call her home, someone needs to take care of her man. . . That's
why Charlene has planned to hang around in spirit--to make sure T.K. ends up with
the right woman. First in line is Marlene, the mother of T.K.'s illegitimate daughter.
Then there's Monique Johnson, the unapologetic First Lady of Plastic Surgery and
Implants. Next is Savannah Dickens, the church's attractive new choir soloist. And
last but not least is Charlene's good friend Sister Lisa Mae Johnson, widow of Pastor
Lee Jones. With the help of her friend Alison, Charlene prepares a series of letters
addressed to the lucky ladies. No one else knows about the letters, but rest
assured, they will shake up a whole lot of people. Charlene may soon be gone, but
her presence will be felt. . . "Weber's novels are always sizzlers. . ." --The Cincinnati
Enquirer "A front-row pew seat to all the action going down. . ." --Essence®

Carl Weber's Kingpins: Oklahoma City
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Family Business crime series
comes the next installment in his provocative legal thriller series about the Hudson
family, owners of a powerful law firm in Harlem. Singing sensation Savannah Kirby
has won thirteen Grammys and married the man of her dreams in superstar
rapper/ actor Kyle Kirby. Together they are of one of the most dynamic and
powerful couples in entertainment—until Kyle is found murdered and Savannah is
arrested for the crime. Things don’t look good for the singer when she can’t keep
her stories straight and her bloody fingerprints are found on the murder weapon.
Even with famed attorney Bradley Hudson and his family of lawyers handling her
case, it looks like Savannah is headed to jail. However, this isn’t Bradley’s first
rodeo, and he’s always got an ace up his sleeve.
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